ABSTRACT
) and a porosity of up to 40 vol% (Edmonds et al., 2014) . Phase In this paper, we look for evidence that bubbles nucleate on magnetite in the magma reservoir 120 beneath the Soufrière Hills Volcano. We use image analysis and statistical techniques on 121 backscattered electron images to assess whether there is an association between magnetites and 122 bubbles, or bubbles and other phases, in the erupted andesitic lavas and in mafic enclaves. We 
METHODOLOGY

128
We use statistical analysis of the spatial distribution of grains in 2D back-scattered electron images degassed to variable degrees and the porosity structure has been affected undoubtedly by bubble 138 coalescence, outgassing and collapse (Klug and Cashman, 1996; Giachetti et al., 2010) . The mafic 139 enclaves, however, display glassy quenched rims and porosities up to 25 vol% (Edmonds et al., 140 2014), raising the possibility that they preserve a greater proportion of their original porosity 141 structure that existed prior to eruption. The sample names have a hierarchy that relate to individual 142 hand specimens from blocks in the flow deposit, i.e. BR6_x where x is 1, 2 and 3 are three samples 143 from the same hand specimen. Pumice samples were not used in this study as the exceedingly high 144 vesicularity meant that crystals were too sparse and bubbles not separated sufficiently for 145 meaningful statistical analysis.
147
Scanning electron microscope images and image analysis
148
The images were acquired using a JEOL JSM-820 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) operating 149 at an accelerating voltage of 20kV (Earth Sciences, Cambridge). The software ImageJ was used to 150 characterise the resulting images. Magnetite and vesicles were isolated by setting appropriate 151 greyscale value thresholds, which were then quantified using the "Analyze Particles" function. For 152 every particle, area (minimum, mean and maximum grey values), centroid, centre of mass, and 153 perimeter length were recorded. Measurements were made with two minimum particle sizes (areas 154 of 10 pixel units and 50 pixel units). The 10 px-thresholded analyses contained many more spurious 155 results (e.g. of cracks or dust). As a consequence, the 50 px-thresholded analyses were used for the 156 statistical analysis, which introduced a systematic failure to sample the smallest particles. However,
Statistical analysis
169
The aim of the statistical analysis is to evaluate whether two populations are spatially clustered i.e.
170
whether their locations are dependent upon one another. In the petrological literature, there are 171 many examples of studies aiming to assess clustering and the spatial characteristics of single 172 populations of phases (e.g. Jerram et al., 1996; Jerram et al., 2003; Higgins and Chandrasekharam, 173 2007); far fewer attempting to assess the spatial dependence of multiple populations of phases. The 174 traditional statistic used to evaluate clustering is the aggregation index, , of Clark and Evans
175
(1954) and later Kretz (1966) , Boorman et al (2004) , Higgins (2006) and Jerram et al. (1996 Jerram et al. ( , 2003 .
176
The R index is based on the nearest neighbour distances: 
189 190 where λ is the intensity, or the number of points per unit area. The drawback of using the R index,
191
and nearest neighbor statistics, however, is that it is "short-sighted" and cannot characterise particle For a completely random (uniform Poisson) point pattern, the theoretical value of the L-function is 212 = , yielding a straight line with a positive slope on a plot of against (e.g. figure 4 ).
214
The pair correlation function allows a more complex analysis of ordering and clustering on multiple 215 length scales, instead of being confined to the nearest neighbour. (Rudge et al., 2008) . To correct for this latter effect, a buffer zone is introduced around 
236
Random populations were generated using a random number generator, with specified average 237 intensity (point density). Clustered populations were generated using a number of random seed 238 positions and specified cluster densities (we use "strong" and "weak" cluster densities with effects 239 similar to those observed in natural distributions) and cluster dimensions, with a Gaussian 240 distribution around the seed point. Ordered distributions are generated using a self-avoiding 241 algorithm, whereby the image space is populated sequentially by points using the maximum 242 distance from all existing neighbouring points.
244
For each synthetic point pattern, cumulative probability distributions to show nearest neighbour 245 distances, Ripley's L function, and the pair correlation function, were generated (figure 4). For 246 random population pairs that are not spatially linked (figure 4a), nearest neighbour cumulative 247 probability plots show no difference from the data generated from the random simulations (grey this analysis, however, it can be seen the departures from random for these independent population 268 synthetic patterns in the medium and far field are small and of no consequence.
270
Linked, or dependent, populations are generated using common seed points (figure 5). For randomised results (a random first population, with the second population paired with it so that one 294 particle of the second population is randomly distributed around each particle of the first; figure 5i) 295 show an effect similar to the paired clustered populations above, albeit slightly weaker. There is a The effect of changing the order of the analysis was also investigated (figure 6), for the cases of the 305 dependent synthetic populations clustered-randomised and random-clustered. In the first case
306
(figure 6a), the first population is clustered; this might represent clustered magnetites, for example.
307
The second population nucleates preferentially upon the first, resulting in two clustered populations.
308
This might represent bubbles nucleating on clustered magnetites, with the result being that where magnetite is the first population. We can therefore discriminate, from the synthetic data,
318
whether the first population is clustered or randomly distributed.
320
The results of these simulations show, unequivocally, that two independent populations can be There is a large range in the area fraction of magnetite in the mafic enclave images, which reaches between the enclave and andesite pair correlation function with particle distance is shown in figure   379 11. The data for the mafic enclaves are significantly different to the andesite and furthermore, 380 significantly different from the envelope defined by the results of 100 random simulations, which is 381 not the case for the andesite data. The mafic enclave pair correlation function plots also show 382 negative deviations from random behaviour at r< 30 microns, consistent with the bubble and 383 magnetite sizes (figure 7), which imposes a minimum limit on particle separation and apparent 384 ordering.
386
To summarise, the statistical data for the mafic enclaves show that the first population of particles 387 (magnetite) shows significant clustering, leading to linked clustered behaviour in the vesicle distribution also. The andesite shows only a very weak spatial linkage between the two populations.
389
The results of the pyroxene-bubble paired analysis are shown in figure 12. The results of this study show that magnetite and bubble sizes are coupled in all samples studied 394 (figure 7). There is a large range in mafic enclave magnetite contents, which is related weakly to might be explained by overprinting of the association during magma ascent, degassing and 417 rheological stiffening. We envisage that the shear forces generated during magma flow are likely to 418 exceed the attachment forces between bubbles and magnetites, hence obliterating any association.
419
The mafic enclaves are protected from such shear forces due to their coherence and their crystal 420 frameworks, which makes them strong (Martin et al., 2006 
485
In order to explain the links between bubbles and magnetites in the mafic enclaves, we propose the 487 following conceptual model (figure 13) to explain our observations. Intruding mafic melts (>1000 Geochemistry, Geophysics, Geosystems 9, 7. the second population is generated using seed positions from the first population is given in the text.
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Plots from left to right: cumulative probability distribution to show Nearest Neighbour Distances, in f. ordered_strongly clustered 
